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In the United States, colorectal cancer is the third
leading cause of cancer-related deaths in men and women
and the second combined leading cause of cancer deaths.1
Nodal staging accuracy for colorectal carcinoma is one of
the most important determinant for prognosis and the
selection of patients for adjuvant chemotherapy.2 The
American College of Pathologists in its consensus statement in 1999 defined accurate nodal staging to be a
Category 1 prognostic factor and recommended that all
identified lymph nodes be sectioned and a minimum of 12
lymph nodes be examined to accurately identify the
American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) stage III
colon cancer.3 The AJCC 5th edition recommended
obtaining at least 12 lymph nodes in radical colon resection, whereas AJCC 6th edition modified the
recommendation to obtain at least 7–14 lymph nodes.4,5
The AJCC 7th edition modified this again to obtain at least
10–14 lymph nodes in radical colorectal resection.6 The
AJCC 8 has not changed the N staging but clarified prognostic values of isolated tumor cells in lymph nodes (N0)
and micrometastases (N1).7 In its up-to-date guideline
version 4.2018, the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) has maintained that examination of a
minimum of 12 lymph nodes must be one of the principles
of colon cancer surgery.8 Failing to retrieve 12 lymph
nodes in resection specimens is an indication for
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consideration of adjuvant chemotherapy in stage II colon
cancer.8 Therefore, the efforts to achieve the recommended
benchmark has the potential to decrease patient’s unnecessary exposure to the toxicity of adjuvant treatment.9
The American College of Surgeons (ACS) Commission
on Cancer (CoC) has identified this standard (12 Regional
Lymph Nodes: ‘‘12 RLN’’) as a quality performance
indicator for surgical treatment and this has also been
endorsed by the National Quality Forum (NQFNQF#0225) from October 30, 2018. The CoC has utilized
this quality improvement measure (Standard 4.5) to assess
performance at the hospital or systems-level but not at
individual physician level. The CoC expects the program’s
performance rate to be equal to or greater than the
Expected Performance Rate (EPR) specified for ‘‘12
RLN,’’ which is 85%.10,11
In this issue of the Annals of Surgical Oncology, Dr.
Shulman et al queried approximately 1500 CoC cancer
programs to determine rates of compliance with the ‘‘12
RLN’’ quality measure from 2003 to 2015. The overall
compliance improved from 52.8 to 92.1% during the study
period and across all types of hospitals with compliant
cases having better risk-adjusted survival than noncompliant cases.12 Although differences remain between the
various CoC programs, the absolute compliance gap
between the NCI designated, academic centers, and the
community hospitals has significantly reduced from 25 to
6.4%. The authors also noted that left sided tumors and
community hospitals had lower compliance rates for ‘‘12
RLN.’’ This could be due to the technical challenges
involved in mobilizing the left colon and the tendency for
some to perform limited segmental resection.
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The association of increased lymph node recovery with
increased survival may represent an effect of higher lymph
node yields itself or may be a marker for other related
factors, such as the quality of surgical resection or more
accurate staging leading to delivery of more appropriate
cancer-directed treatment.13 The improvement of compliance of ‘‘12RLN’’ may partially contribute to overall
improvement of survival for colon cancer over the study
period.
Accurate staging requires an appropriate operation and a
concerted pathologic effort to identify lymph nodes in the
colon specimen.14 The surgeon and pathologist are both
responsible for compliance with the ‘‘12RLN’’ metric. The
surgeon is required to remove and submit colon cancer
specimen en bloc with adequate proximal and distal margins and inclusion of the regional mesenteric lymphatics
following anatomical landmarks. The adequacy of 12
lymph node retrieval would increase from 60% to 90% if
the average length of resected bowel increases from 25–30
to 36–42 cm.15 Tattooing of colonic lesions at the time of
preoperative colonoscopy also increases the quality of
lymph node analysis.16 If fewer than 12 nodes are identified, additional visual enhancement techniques should be
considered.3 Methylene blue staining, modified Davidson’s
fixation, or fat dissolution enables to detect more small
lymph nodes and micrometastases in the resected colon and
mesentery.17–19
In addition, the number of lymph nodes may vary from
person to person. Interestingly, as in this paper, Asian race/
Pacific Island descent (presumably less obese than other
races), younger age, higher stage of colon cancer, and
right-side colon cancer had more compliance with ‘‘12
RLN,’’ which may reflect the fact that more lymph nodes
are harbored in the mesentery of these certain populations.20,21 Shulman’s data also endorses the previous
finding that the number of lymph nodes evaluated after
surgical resection confers survival benefits for patients with
stage II and III colon cancer.21,22 However, for stage III
colon cancer, Tsikitis argued that the total number of
lymph nodes analyzed is not a prognostic indicator of
cancer-specific and disease-free survival.23 Vather further
stated that the survival advantage appears to plateau
beyond 16 lymph nodes, and the lymph node ratio seems to
be a valid predictor of survival in Stage III cancer.21
The value of CoC accreditation is reflected in the
analysis of this paper, and as noted even smaller community hospitals can have improved compliance upon
adoption of these measures, and these will likely translate
into subsequent increased survival. One also can make a
case against regionalization in the care of certain cancers,
provided that patients are treated in hospitals following
accepted quality standards. Overall, quality metrics, such
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as lymph node count, albeit with some debate, have and
will continue to elevate the standards of care for cancer
patients.
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